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“Ripe plums, dried lavender, basil, 
tar, licorice and hot stones show 
here on the nose. Medium to full 
body, fresh acidity, round yet tight 

tannins and a fruity finish.”

– James Suckling, October 2017

ABOUT THE WINERY 
The family operation began in 1971 when textiles entrepreneur Arnaldo Caprai purchased 
12.5 acres in Montefalco. In 1988, ownership passed on to Arnaldo’s son Marco, who began 
the project to cultivate the promotion of the grape that has been growing in the Montefalco 
region for more than 400 years: Sagrantino. Today, the winery is the leading producer of 
top quality Montefalco Sagrantino, a wine produced exclusively from this native variety. In 
addition to its commitment to quality, Arnaldo Caprai is recognized for its dedication to 
environmental, economic and social sustainability, as well as being champions for the wines 

of Umbria.  

ABOUT THE WINE
Montefalco Rosso embodies a great bond between the wine and the area of Montefalco. It 
is produced from Sangiovese, Sagrantino and Merlot, which epitomizes the character and 
identity championed by the Arnaldo Caprai winery. This is a full-bodied wine that is rich and 

dry with a long finish and delicate hints of spice.  

KEY SELLING POINTS
• The Caprai family pioneered the revival of Umbria’s indigenous grape Sagrantino 

• Marco Caprai and team developed the “New Green Revolution,” an initiative that is 
dedicated to environmental, economic and social sustainability

• Recognized as the wine category leader from Umbria

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Varietal Composition: 70% Sangiovese, 15% Sagrantino, 15% Merlot

Aging: 12 months in French oak barriques, followed by minimum 6 months in bottle

Alcohol: 13%    |    RS: Less than 1%    |    TA: 5.2 g/L

A R NA L DO C A PR A I 
MONT E FA LCO ROSSO 2015

MARCO CAPR AI
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